In the auditory system, large somatic synapses convey strong excitation that supports temporally precise information transfer. The information transfer of such synapses has predominantly been investigated in the endbulbs of Held in the anterior ventral cochlear nucleus and the calyx of Held in the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body. These large synapses either work as relays or integrate over a small number of inputs to excite the postsynaptic neuron beyond action potential (AP) threshold. In the monaural system, another large somatic synapse targets neurons in the ventral nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (VNLL). Here, we comparatively analyze the mechanisms of synaptic information transfer in endbulbs in the VNLL and the calyx of Held in juvenile Mongolian gerbils. We find that endbulbs in the VNLL are functionally surface-scaled versions of the calyx of Held with respect to vesicle availability, release efficacy, and synaptic peak currents. This functional scaling is achieved by different calcium current kinetics that compensate for the smaller AP in VNLL endbulbs. However, the average postsynaptic current in the VNLL fails to elicit APs in its target neurons, even though equal current suffices to generate APs in neurons postsynaptic to the calyx of Held. In the VNLL, a postsynaptic A-type outward current reduces excitability and prevents AP generation upon a single presynaptic input. Instead, coincidence detection of inputs from two converging endbulbs is ideal to reliably trigger APs. Thus, even large endbulbs do not guarantee one-to-one AP transfer. Instead, information flow appears regulated by circuit requirements.
Introduction
Large, somatic synapses in the auditory system convey information with high reliability and temporal precision (Trussell, 1999; von Gersdorff and Borst, 2002) . At least three large mammalian auditory synapses are known. The endbulbs and modified endbulbs of Held terminate on bushy cells in the anterior ventral cochlear nucleus and arise from auditory nerve fibers (Liberman, 1991; Ryugo and Sento, 1991; Spirou et al., 2005) . Calyces of Held in the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB) are formed by axons from the globular bushy cells in the anterior ventral cochlear nucleus (Friauf and Ostwald, 1988; Smith et al., 1991) . The endbulbs in the ventral nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (VNLL) appear to originate predominantly from axons emanating from the octopus cell area in the posterior ventral cochlear nucleus (Friauf and Ostwald, 1988; Vater and Feng, 1990; Adams, 1997; Schofield and Cant, 1997; Smith et al., 2005) .
Anatomically and functionally large synapses in the VNLL are distinct from those in the anterior ventral cochlear nucleus and the MNTB, as they are suited to provide a rapid population-based onset inhibition to their target areas. This role is enabled by specific circuit properties. First, a conversion of an excitatory into an inhibitory signal takes place in the VNLL because these VNLL neurons are glycinergic (Saint Marie et al., 1997) . Second, several endbulbs converge onto a single postsynaptic VNLL neuron (Covey and Casseday, 1986; Friauf and Ostwald, 1988; Vater and Feng, 1990; Adams, 1997; Schofield and Cant, 1997; Smith et al., 2005) . Along the same line, neurons of the octopus cell area diverge on several VNLL neurons (Covey and Casseday, 1986; Vater and Feng, 1990; Adams, 1997; Schofield and Cant, 1997) . Finally, neurons in the VNLL appear to inherit physiological properties from neurons in the octopus cell area as both are broadly tuned and preferentially spike to sound onsets (Godfrey et al., 1975; Rhode et al., 1983; Covey and Casseday, 1991; Smith et al., 2005; Zhang and Kelly, 2006) .
A physiological hallmark in VNLL neurons, at least in bats, is the constant latency of onset spikes regardless of sound intensity and frequencies (Covey and Casseday, 1991) . This feature has been suggested to arise through a synaptic coincidence detection mechanism (Covey and Casseday, 1991) . Thus, it is unclear whether the endbulb synapses in the VNLL function more similarly to the relaying calyces and the large endbulbs of Held with a one-to-one action potential (AP) transfer (Rothman et al., 1993; von Gersdorff and Borst, 2002; Yang and Xu-Friedman, 2010) or to the smaller endbulbs of Held that integrate multiple inputs to generate an AP (Rothman et al., 1993; Kuhlmann et al., 2002) .
Here, we show that coincidence of paired inputs to juvenile VNLL neurons is ideal to generate reliable postsynaptic APs. Furthermore, by comparing the presynaptic size, firing behavior, release efficacy, synaptic transmission, and postsynaptic excitability of endbulbs in the VNLL with the calyx of Held, we conclude that, even at large synapses, information flow is controlled in a circuit-dependent manner.
Materials and Methods
Slice preparation. All experiments complied with institutional guidelines and national and regional laws. Slices were prepared from Mongolian gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) of either sex from postnatal days 9 -11 (see Figure 7 for postnatal day 14). After decapitation, brains were removed in dissection solution containing (in mM) as follows: 50 sucrose, 25 NaCl, 25 NaHCO 3 , 2.5 KCl, 1.25 Na 2 HPO 4 , 3 MgCl 2 , 0.1 CaCl 2 , 25 glucose, 0.4 ascorbic acid, 3 myo-inositol, and 2 Na-pyruvate (pH 7.4 when bubbled with 95% O 2 and 5% CO 2 ). After trimming, transverse brainstem slices containing the VNLL or the MNTB were taken with a VT1200S vibratome (Leica). Slices were incubated in recording solution (same as dissection solution but with 125 mM NaCl, no sucrose, and 2 mM CaCl 2 and 1 mM MgCl 2 ) at 36°C for 45 min, bubbled with 5% CO 2 and 95% O 2 ).
Electrophysiology. After incubation, slices were transferred to a recording chamber attached to a microscope (BX50WI or BX51WI, Olympus) equipped with gradient contrast illumination and continuously perfused with recording solution. All recordings were performed at near physiological temperature (34°C-35°C). Presynaptic and postsynaptic compartments were visualized and imaged with a TILL Photonics system composed of an Imago or Retiga2000DC CCD camera, a monochromator, and its control unit. In single postsynaptic recordings, only VNLL and MNTB cells were selected that received a visually identified endbulb or calyx. Current-clamp and voltage-clamp whole-cell recordings were performed using an EPC10/2 amplifier (HEKA Elektronik). Presynaptic and postsynaptic access resistance was compensated to a residual of 3-4 MOhm and 2-2.5 MOhm, respectively. In current-clamp mode, the bridge balance was set to 100% after estimation of the access resistance. Data were acquired at 20 -50 kHz and filtered at 3-4 kHz. Data were corrected offline for the calculated liquid junction potential (LJP) of each solution. The presynaptic current-clamp solution contained the following (in mM): 145 K-gluconate, 5 KCl, 15 K-HEPES, 3.3 MgCl 2 , 2 K-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 7 Na 2 -phosphocreatine, adjusted to pH 7.2 with KOH, 16 mV LJP. The postsynaptic current-clamp solution contained the following (in mM): 145 K-gluconate, 5 KCl, 15 K-HEPES, 2 K-ATP, 2 Mg-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 7.5 Na 2 -phosphocreatine, 5 K-EGTA, adjusted to pH 7.2 with KOH, 16 mV LJP. The presynaptic voltage-clamp solution contained the following (in mM): 135 Cs-gluconate, 15 HEPES, 3.3 MgCl 2 , 2 K-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 7.5 Na 2 -phosphocreatine, 20 tetraethylammonium chloride (TEA-Cl), and 40 M Fura-4F adjusted to pH 7.2 with CsOH, 13 mV LJP. The postsynaptic voltage-clamp solution contained the following (in mM): 105 Cs-gluconate, 26.7 CsCl, 10 Cs-HEPES, 20 TEA-Cl, 3.3 MgCl 2 , 2 Na 2 -ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 3 Na 2 -phosphocreatine, 5 Cs-EGTA, with 50 -70 M Alexa-568, adjusted to pH 7.2 with CsOH, 11 mV LJP. The internal solution for postsynaptic voltage-clamp recordings isolating potassium currents was the same as for postsynaptic current-clamp recordings. A-type potassium currents were pharmacologically and electrophysiologically isolated by applying a subtraction protocol.
Step potentials of 500 ms length were preceded by either a Ϫ116 mV, 500 ms or a Ϫ36 mV, 500 ms conditioning potential. Inactivation of the transient potassium current was determined using a Ϫ36 mV test voltage command that was preceded by conditioning steps from Ϫ116 to Ϫ36 mV for 500 ms. In addition, the external solution contained Cd 2ϩ (100 M), ZD7288 (50 M), TTX (0.5-1 M), CPP (10 M), DNQX (20 M), strychnine (0.5 M), and SR95531 (10 M). To isolate presynaptic calcium currents and for presynaptic capacitance measurements, the recording solution contained TEA-Cl (10 mM), 4-aminopyridine (4-AP, 2 mM), ZD7288 (50 M), TTX (0.5-1 M), CPP (10 M), DNQX (20 M), strychnine (0.5 M), and SR95531 (10 M). Pharmacologically isolated presynaptic calcium currents were P/n corrected offline. Calcium current inactivation was assessed by a 300 ms holding command between Ϫ71 and Ϫ21 mV that was followed by a 200 ms test pulse of Ϫ11 mV holding potential. Capacitance recordings were performed according to Lindau and Neher (1988) implemented in the PatchMaster Software operating the lock-in amplifier of the EPC10/2, using a sine wave with 1 kHz frequency and 30 mV peak amplitude. For the calcium current capacitance increase, the terminals were clamped from Ϫ91 mV to 69 mV for 5 ms and held at Ϫ11 mV for the given stimulation time.
Image and data analysis. Single-terminal electroporation was performed as described previously for somata (Rautenberg et al., 2009) . Image stacks of labeled terminals in postfixed tissue mounted in Vectashield were acquired with a Leica SP5 confocal system. Terminal surfaces were reconstructed from these image stacks in AMIRA 5.4.2 (Mercury Computer Systems; TGS Unit) using the brush and threshold tool from the segmentation editor. Electrophysiological recordings were analyzed in IGOR Pro (Wavemetrics) with custom-written macros. Results are presented as mean Ϯ SEM. Significance was tested using a Student's t test as normal distributions were assumed.
Results

Presynaptic compartment size
The size of a presynaptic compartment is an important determinant for the number of active zones and hence for the maximal transmitter release. The size of the calyx of Held was compared with the endbulbs in the VNLL anatomically and electrophysiologically. Anatomical estimates were based on reconstructions of single electroporated nerve terminals (Fig. 1 A, B) . The reconstructed surface area of the calyx of Held is ϳ2-fold larger compared with the endbulbs in the VNLL ( Fig. 1C ; MNTB, n ϭ 9; VNLL, n ϭ 7). In agreement with previous evidence (Covey and Casseday, 1986; Vater and Feng, 1990; Adams, 1997; Schofield and Cant, 1997) , two presynaptic terminals innervating one postsynaptic VNLL neuron were electroporated in four instances ( Fig. 1 A, B) .
The size difference of the two terminals was further investigated by estimating the capacitance electrophysiologically in voltage clamp during blockage of sodium and potassium conductances to enhance membrane resistance ( Fig. 1D-F ) . To determine the charging time of the terminal compartment, the fast decay time constant of the average current deflection was extracted from a biexponential fit (Fig. 1D) . Endbulbs in the VNLL charged significantly faster compared with the calyces of Held (0.15 Ϯ 0.01, n ϭ 29 and 0.22 Ϯ 0.02 ms, n ϭ 26; p Ͻ 0.01; Fig.  1E ). The compartment size of the calyx of Held, calculated from the charging transient and the enhanced membrane resistance according to Geiger and Jonas (2000) , is ϳ1.7-fold larger than an endbulb in the VNLL ( Fig. 1F ; p Ͻ 0.01).
Finally, the passive properties of the presynaptic compartments of the calyx of Held (n ϭ 34) and endbulb in the VNLL (n ϭ 28) were compared by current-clamp recordings. The resting potentials of the calyx of Held and the VNLL endbulbs differ significantly ( p Ͻ 0.05) with an average of Ϫ86.2 Ϯ 0.9 mV and Ϫ80.5 Ϯ 1.2 mV, respectively (Fig. 1G) . The input resistance and membrane time constant (Fig. 1G ,H ) were significantly higher in the calyx of Held than in the endbulbs in the VNLL (297 Ϯ 42 and 187 Ϯ 17 MOhm, 9.0 Ϯ 0.9 and 3.5 Ϯ 0.3 ms, respectively, p Ͻ 0.05). From the membrane time constant and input resistance, the capacitance of these presynapses was calculated (Fig. 1I ). This electronically effective capacitance was ϳ1.8-fold larger in calyx of Held synapses compared with endbulbs in the VNLL ( p Ͻ 0.05).
Together, the endbulbs in the VNLL are less hyperpolarized with lower resting input resistance and ϳ0.55-fold the size of the calyx of Held and show convergence onto a single VNLL neuron. In the following, the physiology of these different terminals was compared to investigate whether the anatomical differences are matched in function.
Presynaptic firing in the MNTB and VNLL
The properties of presynaptic APs influence the calcium influx and transmitter release. Therefore, fundamental AP properties and the input-output function were quantified to understand the presynaptic voltage signaling. In terminals in the MNTB (n ϭ 35) and VNLL (n ϭ 32), APs occurred only at the beginning of 500-ms-long depolarizations ( Fig. 2A) . Approximately 60% of all terminals responded with a single AP, whereas others generated up to three APs in accordance with multiple firing described previously (Forsythe, 1994) . The subthreshold input-output functions showed outward rectification (Fig. 2B) , clamping the steady-state voltage response to ϳϪ56 mV. Consistent with the lower input resistance of endbulbs in the VNLL, the hyperpolarizing voltage deflection to equally large current injections was smaller compared with the calyces of Held (Fig. 2B ). Both types of terminals responded with a voltage sag to hyperpolarizations ( Fig. 2A-C) . The voltage sags were analyzed as the difference between the hyperpolarization minimum to steady state (Fig.  2C ). Significantly less hyperpolarization was required in VNLL terminals to generate a voltage sag compared with the calyx of Held ( Fig. 2C ; p Ͻ 0.05). This finding indicates that both terminals express a hyperpolarization-activated conductance, yet possibly with different kinetics and with a different degree of activation at their respective resting potentials.
To compare the AP properties in the calyx of Held with the endbulb in the VNLL, a 1 ms current pulse of increasing amplitude was injected (Fig. 2D ) and the first suprathreshold response was analyzed (Couchman et al., 2010; Porres et al., 2011; Ammer et al., 2012) . The average AP current threshold was larger and the voltage threshold lower in the calyx of Held (610 Ϯ 36 pA; Ϫ40.6 Ϯ 1.1 mV) compared with the endbulbs in the VNLL (410 Ϯ 31 pA; Ϫ36.9 Ϯ 1.4 mV; Fig. 2E ; each p Ͻ 0.05). The AP height measured from voltage threshold, as well as from resting potential, was larger in the calyx of Held compared with the endbulbs in the VNLL ( Fig. 2F ; p Ͻ 0.05). However, no difference in AP half-width was observed (Fig. 2F ). The after-hyperpolarization was smaller ( p Ͻ 0.05) in the calyx of Held than in the endbulbs in the VNLL (Fig. 2G) . As the after-hyperpolarization depends on potassium conductances, its size appeared to correlate with the resting potential (Fig. 2G) . Thus, the variations in the size of the after-hyperpolarization might be explained by the different resting potentials of these terminals. Together, the excitability of the two terminals differs with respect to the AP voltage and current threshold, the latter being explained by the smaller terminal size and the lower input resistance (Ammer et al., 2012) . Toward a comparison of the terminal function, the different AP heights are most crucial, as AP shape forms the basis of calcium channel opening, linking neuronal activity to transmitter release.
Calcium currents in synaptic terminals in the MNTB and VNLL
To understand how the calcium influx is coupled to the invading AP, the calcium currents in these nerve terminals were investigated (Fig. 3) . The current-voltage relation was analyzed at the peak and at the steady-state current (Fig. 3A-D) . The average peak calcium current in the calyx of Held (n ϭ 21) was 2.2-fold larger compared with the endbulb of the VNLL (n ϭ 18) (Fig.  3C,D) . A similar twofold difference was present between the terminals' steady-state currents (Fig. 3C,D) . This finding suggests, as the magnitude of the calcium current scales with terminal size, that it does not compensate for the difference in AP height.
Differences in the voltage-dependent activation could still compensate for the different AP heights. The time course of the voltage-dependent activation was measured as the time to peak of the calcium currents. The time to peak evoked by command potentials ϾϪ21 mV was equal for the calyx of Held and the endbulb in the VNLL (Fig. 3E) . However, at more negative potentials, the endbulb in the VNLL activated faster compared with the calyx of Held. To gain more insight into the voltagedependent opening, the inactivation kinetics were recorded. At half-activation a 4 mV leftward shift and at half-inactivation a 1.5 mV shift of the calcium currents in the endbulb of the VNLL (n ϭ 18) compared with the calyx of Held (n ϭ 15) exists (Fig. 3F ) . Thus, the voltage dependence of the calcium currents in these terminals might compensate for the difference in AP height to achieve a comparable calcium influx.
To test the hypothesis that activation kinetics compensate for the smaller AP in the endbulbs in the VNLL, the calcium current charge evoked by mimicked AP voltage waveforms was determined ( Fig. 3G,H ) . Waveforms mimicking the AP in the endbulb of the VNLL of 75 mV, the calyx of Held of 105 mV, and an intermediate AP height of 90 mV were applied as voltage commands (Fig. 3G,H ) . The charge of the calcium currents increased from the waveform of 75-105 mV from 1.79 Ϯ 0.42 to 2.93 Ϯ 0.53 pC in the calyx of Held (n ϭ 8) and from 1.44 Ϯ 0.42 to 2.18 Ϯ 0.43 pC in the endbulbs in the VNLL (n ϭ 6; Fig. 3H ). The charge of the calcium current corresponding to half of the calyx of Held is activated in the endbulb in the VNLL at a 30 mV lower AP height (Fig. 3H ) . Thus, the AP evoked calcium influx scales with terminal size, most likely because of the differences in voltagedependent activation of the calcium currents that compensate for the smaller AP in the endbulbs in the VNLL. This finding implies that the microdomain calcium signal that is driven by the calcium charge at a given surface area is similar for these two terminal types. Hence, vesicular release should scale again with the size of these terminals.
Vesicle availability
Synaptic transmission relies on the availability of synaptic vesicles and their release efficacy. The number of vesicles that can be released from the endbulb in the VNLL and the calyx of Held was assessed by the calcium-activated increases in terminal capacitance (Fig. 4 A, B) . The increase in capacitance as a function of the calcium current charge was always larger in the calyx of Held compared with the endbulb in the VNLL (Fig. 4C) . The capacitance was converted into the number of vesicles by assuming a vesicle capacitance of 60 aF (Wu et al., 2007) . The longest and the shortest depolarization step released 7547 Ϯ 1142 and 1708 Ϯ 262 vesicles in the calyx of Held and 4076 Ϯ 726 and 1009 Ϯ 187 vesicles in the endbulb in the VNLL, respectively. Thus, the calyx of Held released ϳ1.8-fold more vesicles compared with the endbulb in the VNLL. Next, the efficacy of vesicle release, defined as the ratio of fused vesicles over calcium charge for a given stimulation length, was compared (Fig. 4D ). This analysis compensates for the different charge transfer at a given stimulation length and determines the relative vesicle release at a certain stimulation time. This release efficacy of both terminals was similar for all short depolarization lengths tested ( p Ͼ 0.05, except at 50 ms stimulation length; Fig. 4D ). Together, these data indicate that the calyx of Held and the endbulb in the VNLL are functionally surface-scaled versions of each other in respect to vesicle availability and release efficacy.
Synaptic transmission at large synapses in the MNTB and VNLL
To assay differences in synaptic transmission between the two terminals, dual recordings from presynaptic and postsynaptic compartments were performed. Synaptic transmission was induced by presynaptically elicited APs. Postsynaptic currents were recorded at holding potentials of Ϫ81 and 39 mV (Fig. 5 A, B) referring to AMPA and NMDA currents, respectively. The peaks of evoked AMPA and NMDA currents were ϳ2-fold smaller in the VNLL (3.2 Ϯ 0.6 and 2.4 Ϯ 0.5 nA, respectively; n ϭ 10) compared with the MNTB (6.4 Ϯ 1.1 and 4.4 Ϯ 0.4 nA, respectively; n ϭ 10; p Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 5C ), with a similar NMDA/AMPA ratio ( p Ͼ 0.05).
The overall time course of synaptic transmission involves presynaptic and postsynaptic mechanisms. At the calyx of Held and the endbulbs in the VNLL, the time from the steepest slope of the AP repolarization to the EPSC peak (time to peak) was similar ( Fig. 5D ; p Ͼ 0.05). This finding, together with the similarity of the rise times of AMPA currents ( Fig. 5E ; p Ͼ 0.05), indicates that the initial mechanisms of synaptic transmission are equivalent between the calyx of Held and endbulbs in the VNLL. At large somatic synapses, the EPSC decay time constants reflect predominantly postsynaptic mechanisms. The fast and slow decays of the AMPA component extracted from a biexponential fit were faster in the endbulb in the VNLL compared with the calyx of Held ( p Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 5 F, G) . Furthermore, the fraction of the fast EPSC decay time constant was larger in the VNLL (0.88 Ϯ 0.015) than in MNTB neurons (0.91 Ϯ 0.01), leading to an overall slower weighted decay time constant in MNTB neurons (4.34 Ϯ 0.69 ms and 1.23 Ϯ 0.09 ms for MNTB and VNLL, respectively; p Ͻ 0.05). The time to peak of NMDA currents was significantly larger in MNTB (7.73 Ϯ 0.54 ms) compared with VNLL neurons (5.08 Ϯ 0.39 ms; p Ͻ 0.05). In addition, NMDA currents decayed ϳ2 times slower in MNTB principal cells (Fig. 5H ) . Overall, presynaptic mechanisms of synaptic transmission have a similar temporal profile in both types of terminals, whereas postsynaptic receptor activation is briefer in the VNLL than in the MNTB. This difference might be based on the different morphologies that allow glutamate to diffuse out of the synaptic cleft more rapidly in VNLL neurons (Fig. 1A,B ) (Xu-Friedman and Regehr, 2004) . This structure-function arrangement potentially leads to a temporally more precise excitatory drive in VNLL neurons. Furthermore, the size-scaled reduction in AMPA and NMDA charges of VNLL neurons transfers less excitatory drive to the postsynaptic partner.
Postsynaptic responsiveness
Next, we asked whether these two synapses provide a reliable one-to-one AP transfer in gerbils. Toward this aim, simultaneous current-clamp recordings from presynaptic and postsynaptic compartments were used to assay the reliability of AP transfer. In agreement with recordings in rats (Borst et al., 1995; Brew and Forsythe, 1995) and mice (Futai et al., 2001; Joshi and Wang, 2002) , a single presynaptic AP reliably evoked a postsynaptic AP in each calyx of Held pair (n ϭ 6; Fig. 6A ). In contrast, only one of 16 pairs in the VNLL displayed a reliable one-to-one AP transfer. In 14 of 16 pairs, no AP was evoked; and in one pair only approximately every second trial relayed APs (Fig. 6B) . The mechanism underlying the failure of AP transfer in the VNLL was investigated using postsynaptic recordings. To probe for differences in the properties of the postsynaptic neurons in the MNTB and VNLL, a current waveform approximating a VNLL EPSC with a rise time of 0.18 ms and a decay time of 0.5 ms was injected. By injecting a waveform that approximates synaptic currents, a physiological current threshold can be estimated (Couchman et al., 2010; Ammer et al., 2012) . The amplitude of this waveform was increased, and the first suprathreshold event was analyzed (Fig. 6C) . The current threshold for MNTB neurons was low (1.89 Ϯ 0.19 nA; Fig. 6D ; n ϭ 8), containing a threefold safety factor in regard to the recorded EPSC size (Fig. 5C ). In contrast, the current threshold in VNLL neurons was high (3.48 Ϯ 0.21 nA; Fig. 6D ; n ϭ 7). This current threshold is slightly larger than the average EPSCs (Fig. 5C ), indicating no safety factor at all. Furthermore, the postsynaptic neurons in the VNLL had more negative resting potentials and higher voltage thresholds (Fig. 6 E, F ) . Thus, the distance to the AP voltage threshold in VNLL neurons is 37.9 Ϯ 2.3 mV compared with 28.6 Ϯ 2.0 mV in MNTB neurons (Fig. 6G) . In addition, the input resistance (228 Ϯ 46 MOhm for MNTB and 254 Ϯ 38 MOhm for VNLL neurons) and estimated capacitance (47 Ϯ 8 pF for MNTB and 39 Ϯ 4 pF for VNLL neurons) were similar in postsynaptic MNTB and VNLL neurons. Therefore, the difference in AP current threshold could arise either from a difference in the intrinsic excitability or from the differences in the membrane potential that has to be crossed.
To probe whether the excitability of the postsynaptic neurons underlies the different AP current thresholds, holding currents to alter the cells' resting potential were imposed upon the injection of EPSC waveforms (Fig. 6C) . If the membrane potential is the main factor causing the different current thresholds, altering it should have a compensatory effect and hence lead to the same current threshold in MNTB and VNLL neurons. An overlapping range of membrane potentials was generated with holding currents of Ϫ200 to 100 pA (Fig. 6H ). In both cell types, holding depolarizations reduced the AP current threshold. However, the current thresholds of VNLL and MNTB neurons remained segregated over the range tested, as indicated by linear fits (Fig. 6H ). In addition, the voltage threshold was unaffected by the changes in membrane potential (Fig. 6H ) . Therefore, the difference in current threshold between the two cell types is based on excitability and might mediate the difference in reliability of the one-toone AP transfer.
A potassium current controls postsynaptic excitability
To determine the excitability profiles of MNTB and VNLL neurons, input-output functions were recorded by step current injections. Depolarizing juvenile MNTB neurons led to a single AP at stimulation onset (Fig. 7A ). The same current injections, however, induced continuous firing in juvenile VNLL neurons after a substantial delay that included a buildup of membrane depolarization (Fig. 7B ). APs at stimulation onset without substantial delay could be elicited in VNLL neurons after a preceding subthreshold depolarization (Fig. 7C) . As the onset of the response is most important for synaptic information transfer, we focused on the conductance that potentially explains this difference of the onset firing pattern. The slow buildup of membrane potential during the initial delay and the switch to an onset AP after preceding depolarization (Fig. 7 B, C) indicated the presence of an inactivating, transient, fast A-type potassium current. The presence of such an A-type current was tested electrophysiologically by recording pharmacologically isolated wholecell potassium currents at different preceding holding potentials (Fig. 7D) , thereby separating inactivating from noninactivating components. The current-voltage relation of the subtracted, inactivating potassium current (Fig. 7D, inset) showed that it activates at Ϫ66 mV and is 2.00 Ϯ 0.17 nA at Ϫ36 mV ( Fig. 7E ; n ϭ 10). This current rose rapidly and reached 20 -80% rise times of 0.76 Ϯ 0.06 ms at Ϫ36 mV (Fig. 7F ) . The fast component of the inactivation time constant was 10.08 Ϯ 0.84 ms at Ϫ36 mV (Fig.  7G ). In the same cells, the voltage-dependent inactivation was determined. The peak of the transient current was halfinactivated at Ϫ68 mV and showed nearly no sign of inactivation at the resting potential of these cells (Fig. 7H ) . Thus, this fast transient potassium current resembles an A-type current that is ideally suited to shunt AP generation. Hence, the postsynaptic A-type potassium current provides a gate for synaptic information transfer. As this current appears crucial for the excitability of VNLL neurons at P9-P11, its presence during the initial phase of late postnatal development was analyzed in P14/P15 animals. In this age group, the A-type current appeared nearly indistinguishable compared with P9-P11 only that it inactivated slightly faster ( Fig. 7E-H ) .
Precise synaptic transmission is achieved by coincidence detection
A single AP of a single presynaptic fiber does not reliably drive a postsynaptic VNLL neuron. Thus, APs need to be triggered based on postsynaptic integration. There are two alternative integration modes that could lead to postsynaptic AP generation. First, inactivating the A-type current by temporal integration of a repetitively activated single input could finally result in a postsynaptic AP. Second, the morphological arrangement of two or more converging endbulbs could be used for coincidence detection if presynaptic activity is temporally matched. The preferred integration mode was tested with simultaneous presynaptic and postsynaptic current-clamp recordings.
To test for temporal integration of a single input, five presynaptic APs were elicited with suprathreshold current injections at 100 or 200 Hz (Fig. 8A) . The postsynaptic voltage response summed during the train and occasionally elicited postsynaptic APs. For 100 Hz trains, only 3 of 10 and for 200 Hz 4 of 10 recordings elicited a postsynaptic AP (Fig. 8B) . These postsynaptic APs occurred at various pulse numbers during the stimulation train (Fig. 8B ) and were thus temporally imprecise. Together, the temporal integration mode as shown here appears not to match the constant onset latency in vivo (Covey and Casseday, 1991) and is not suited for a fast, temporally precise feedforward inhibition provided by the VNLL (Nayagam et al., 2005; Xie et al., 2007) .
Doubling the size of the AMPA current with two coincidental inputs, in agreement with morphological results (Fig. 1A,B) , would be expected to result in suprathreshold excitation (Figs. 5 and 7). Thus, this synapse might act as a coincidence detector. This coincidence detection was tested by pairing a presynaptic AP with a postsynaptic current injection approximating a subthreshold AMPA-mediated EPSC (Fig. 8C ). In addition, the time interval between these stimuli was varied. For short time intervals, the combination of the two stimuli reliably elicited a postsynaptic AP (Fig. 8C,D) . The 50% AP probability was reached at an interstimulus interval of 7.5 ms (Fig. 8D) . Together, these data show that the endbulbs in the VNLL appear to act as synaptic coincidence detector rather than simple relays. This coincidence detection is in line with the postulated synaptic integration mechanism derived from in vivo recordings in bats (Covey and Casseday, 1991) and meets the requirements of fast, temporally precise feedforward inhibition (Nayagam et al., 2005; Xie et al., 2007) .
Discussion
We showed that endbulbs in the VNLL use a coincidence detection mechanism to generate temporally precise action potentials. Our experiments demonstrate that the EPSC generated by a single endbulb is insufficient to depolarize the postsynaptic neuron above AP threshold. The postsynaptic excitability in these juvenile VNLL neurons is partially determined by an A-type potassium current preventing a one-to-one AP transfer at stimulation onset. Interestingly, the amount of synaptic current generated by a single VNLL endbulb is sufficient to depolarize MNTB neurons beyond firing threshold. Hence, the mode of AP transfer in the VNLL is determined by the circuit requirement and terminal size is less crucial.
Maintained presynaptic structure-function relationship
The endbulb of the VNLL is ϳ0.55-fold the size of the calyx of Held. This estimation, together with recent data from mice (Lin et al., 2011) , allows the rough comparison of three large synapses in the auditory brainstem at postnatal day 10. It appears that the smallest synapse is the endbulb of Held followed by the endbulb in the VNLL and then by the calyx of Held. Endbulbs in the VNLL differ from calyces of Held not only in the effective surface area and lower input resistance that allows the terminals to charge faster, but also in the smaller AP height. A speculation consistent with our data is that the last hemi-node at which the AP is finally regenerated (Leão et al., 2005) is further distal to the terminals in the VNLL than in the calyx of Held. Thus, by this larger distance, the invading APs may be more attenuated in endbulbs in the VNLL.
The presynaptic AP height and shape are important for synaptic transmission, as they are directly linked with transmitter release through the gating of presynaptic voltage-gated calcium channels and the subsequent calcium influx. The smaller AP height in the endbulbs in the VNLL suggests lower release rates compared with the calyx of Held, as less calcium channels open and hence less calcium influx is predicted. However, the release efficacy and the EPSC size scale with the size of these terminals. This apparent contradiction is resolved by taking the kinetics of the voltage-gated calcium currents into account. The voltagedependent activation and inactivation of the calcium current are shifted to more negative potentials, and the activation time is faster in the endbulb in the VNLL compared with the calyx of Held. These differences can compensate for the smaller AP and allow for the observed scaling of calcium charge transfer. Thus, the average microdomain calcium signal might be similar in the different terminals.
From the comparison of the structure-function relationship of presynaptic terminals, it can be inferred that the average active zones in different large synapses follow an anatomical blueprint. This blueprint is in line with the whole-cell scaling of the calcium current amplitude, the vesicle availability, the similarity in release efficacy, and the synaptic delay. Thus, despite possible intraterminal active zone variations (Sheng et al., 2012) , our data from large auditory synapses support an ordered arrangement of presynaptic active zones that harbor a specified number of calcium channels (Cao et al., 2004; Zhai and Bellen, 2004 ) with distinct kinetics.
Postsynaptic gate for information transfer at large synapses
At large somatic, auditory synapses, the postsynaptic AP is driven by a synaptic conductance based on the release of a large number of vesicles from a single presynaptic terminal. The synaptic current generated by the calyx of Held contains a threefold safety factor to drive an AP in juvenile MNTB neurons. However, in juvenile VNLL neurons, no safety factor for AP transfer exists. Therefore, juvenile postsynaptic VNLL neurons do not reliably generate an AP upon a single presynaptic AP or a current injection approximating the average EPSC waveform. A one-to-one AP transfer is prevented by the low postsynaptic excitability based on elevated AP current and voltage thresholds, mediated partially by a transient potassium A-type current. The voltagedependent activation and inactivation as well as the temporal kinetics of this current are ideally suited to counteract the onset of the synaptically induced depolarization. This postsynaptic gate can be opened by a predepolarization leading to the inactivation of the A-type current. This mechanism leaves ample room for modulatory actions that lead to prolonged depolarizations of auditory brainstem neurons, such as the activation of metabotropic glutamate (Ene et al., 2003; Chanda and Xu-Friedman, 2011) or purinergic receptors (Milenkovic et al., 2009) . Ongoing excitatory input from cells in the octopus cell area, which can fire at high rates (Godfrey et al., 1975; Rhode et al., 1983; Smith et al., 2005) , could similarly lead to the inactivation of this A-type current, opening the gate for information transfer. This scenario is consistent with our results but leads only to a temporally imprecise activation of VNLL neurons.
The effectiveness of the postsynaptic gate can be illustrated by segregating temporal and spatial integration profiles in VNLL neurons. VNLL neurons are preferentially activated suprathreshold by the summation of two large inputs arriving with short time disparities rather than by the repetitive activation of a single presynaptic endbulb. Furthermore, the paired activation conserves the timing of the inputs better compared with the repetitive activation of a single input that leads to postsynaptic firing by inactivation of A-type currents. Thus, juvenile VNLL neurons that receive endbulbs appear ideal coincidence detectors rather than integrators of sustained activity or simple synaptic relays.
Compared with the coincidence detector neurons in the medial superior olive, which receive dendritic excitation and somatic inhibition (Clark, 1969; Couchman et al., 2012) , VNLL neurons in gerbils receive their main excitatory inputs on the soma. This morphological difference might reflect the difference in integrational properties and detection tasks of these neurons. Neurons in the medial superior olive integrate their inputs to extract and compare temporal disparities of the incoming signals in the microsecond range, whereas VNLL neurons might serve to detect whether sufficient auditory broadband input is present to prime neurons in the inferior colliculus. This difference in postsynaptic integration is consistent with the differences in passive and active subthreshold membrane properties of neurons in the medial superior olive (Scott et al., 2005; Chirila et al., 2007; Couchman et al., 2010) and in the VNLL. Neurons in the medial superior olive integrate at least 2-4 fast excitatory inputs with extremely fast membrane time constants (Couchman et al., 2010) with large, balanced conductances of a low-voltage-activated potassium and a hyperpolarization activated cation current (Golding and Oertel, 2012) . VNLL neurons appear much more passive at rest with little conductance of such channels. Furthermore, the comparison of interaural time disparities in medial superior olive neurons might be facilitated by the anatomical segregation of the excitatory inputs (Agmon-Snir et al., 1998) and their separation by inhibition (Grothe, 2003) . Thus, the morphological arrangement of coincidence detector neurons might be adjusted to the specific detection task.
Implications for circuit function
At the developmentally immature stage at which our recordings were performed, the endbulbs in the VNLL are ideally suited to detect incoming activity of at least two large synapses within a short time window. This form of coincidence detection is in agreement with the constant onset latency and the synaptic arrangements found in mature bats (Covey and Casseday, 1986, 1991) . We therefore speculate that this functional synaptic arrangement is maintained during circuit maturation in gerbils. If maintained, the function and morphological arrangement of the inputs from the octopus cell area (Godfrey et al., 1975; Rhode et al., 1983; Friauf and Ostwald, 1988; Vater and Feng, 1990; Adams, 1997; Schofield and Cant, 1997; Smith et al., 2005) and the functionality of this endbulb synapse reported here are ideal to generate a fast, broadband population signal in the VNLL. This population signal is transferred into the inferior colliculus as broadly tuned inhibition. Therefore, this inhibition is likely imposed on a population of neurons across different frequency regions in the inferior colliculus. Consistent with this circuit view, inhibition preceding the onset of excitation has been observed in the inferior colliculus (Nayagam et al., 2005; Xie et al., 2007) . Therefore, the inhibition generated by VNLL neurons is ideally suited to produce a general reset signal in the inferior colliculus that might modulate the gain and the temporal profile of summed PSPs of early excitation. Thus, the postsynaptic gate of information transfer at the endbulb synapse in the VNLL might support secure, fast information processing in the inferior colliculus.
